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Abstract—Energy-delay tradeoffs in smartphone applications
have been studied independently in dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) problem and network interface selection
problem. We optimize the two problems jointly to quantify how
much energy can be saved further and propose a scheme called
SpeedControl which jointly manages application scheduling, CPU
speed control and wireless interface selection. The scheme is
shown to be near-optimal in that it tends to minimize energy
consumption for given delay constraints. This paper is the first
to reveal energy-delay tradeoffs in a holistic view considering
multiple wireless interfaces, DVFS and multitasking in smartphone. We perform real measurements on WiFi/3G coverage and
throughput, power consumption of CPU and WiFi/3G interfaces,
and CPU workloads. Trace-driven simulations based on the
measurements demonstrate that SpeedControl can save over 30%
of battery by trading 10 min delay as compared to existing
schemes when WiFi temporal coverage is 65%, moreover, the
saving tendency increases as WiFi coverage increases.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Energy consumption in processing and transferring data in
smartphone is increasing. Maximum CPU clock frequency is
consistently speeding up (e.g., the latest Qualcomm mobile
chipset has maximum 2.5GHz CPU clock frequency [1])
to meet increasing demands of applications. Operation at
maximum CPU clock frequency results in significant amount
of energy consumption due to the fact that CPU power
consumption is a super-linearly increasing function of clock
frequency. Smartphones have multiple network interfaces including 3G and WiFi, which tend to facilitate more networking
applications with higher data rates yielding higher networking
energy consumption.
The most energy-consuming module in smartphones is display [2], [3]. According to recent power consumption survey
of smartphones [2], LCD display of a smartphone consumes
more than 800mW, which is significantly higher than what
CPU or 3G/WiFi network interfaces consume. The power
management of LCD display to save battery, however, is a
technical challenge since reducing power consumption in LCD
display directly affects quality of user experiences. The survey
also reports that CPU and network interfaces consume most
of the remaining power besides display when representative
applications such as Angry birds or Web browser run. Notably,
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according to our measurements in section IV-B, the power
consumption of CPU to process single bit for typical encoding
applications is comparable with that of WiFi or 3G interface
to transmit single bit. Thus, power management of CPU and
network interfaces are equally important for a given fixed LCD
display power management, and must be optimized jointly if
they are coupled to each other.
Many application processors (APs) for smartphones support
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [1], [4], [5],
which controls CPU clock frequency and voltage depending
on CPU workloads. DVFS exploits power saving opportunities
owing to the fact that CPU power consumption depends superlinearly on CPU clock frequency, but power saving comes at
the cost of increasing delay.
For energy minimization in a smartphone with multiple
network interfaces, previous works [6], [7] proposed energyefficient network selection policies under heterogeneous wireless network interfaces (e.g., 3G and WiFi interfaces) for
delay-tolerant applications. They studied tradeoffs between
energy saving and delay in data transmission by intentionally
deferring data transmission until the device meets an energyefficient network. To the best of our knowledge, however, no
works have studied joint optimization of CPU speed scaling
(i.e., DVFS policy) and network speed scaling (i.e., network
selection policy) for energy minimization.
Independent control of CPU speed and network selection
causes energy inefficiency. For instance, consider a situation
where a smartphone runs an application which processes a file
(e.g., encoding or transcoding a video file) and then uploads
the encoded file to a cloud server. Assume that the network
condition is bad, say, only 3G link with low data rate is
available. As CPU workload increases in this situation, DVFS
would keep increasing the data processing speed accordingly
so that the network queue would become a bottleneck with
large backlog eventually since the data processing speed would
exceed the low data transmission speed at some point. This is
exactly the situation that one would like to avoid from energyefficiency point of view because CPU would operate at an
unnecessarily fast speed wasting energy in this situation. On
the other hand, if the backlog at the network queue were small,
one could postpone data transmission until the device finds
out an energy-efficient network, say, WiFi. Note that average
energy consumption in transmitting a single bit in WiFi links
is much less than that in 3G links (see our measurements in

section IV-B). Therefore, the situation we consider above is
also harmful in terms of energy efficiency because the network
queue should transmit data over the energy-inefficient link due
to the large backlog and cannot wait for an energy-efficient
network to come.
According to recent survey on top 50 smartphone applications in Google Play [8], 44% are networking applications
(NAs) and 56% are non-networking applications (NNAs), and
contemporary smartphone operating systems provide multitasking capability (e.g., iOS and Android). Therefore, many
smartphones are likely to run both NAs and NNAs simultaneously. NAs use both CPU and network resources whereas
NNAs use CPU resource only. If NAs and NNAs share the
CPU queue, they would interfere with each other. A way to
isolate the performance of NNAs from that of NAs should
be considered in the joint optimization of CPU and network
speed scaling.
In this paper, we propose a dynamic speed scaling scheme
called SpeedControl which jointly adjusts both processing
speed and networking speed by three control knobs: application scheduling, CPU speed control and network (wireless
interface) selection. By invoking the Lyapunov drift plus
penalty method [9], the scheme is shown to be near-optimal
in the sense that it minimizes total energy consumption of
CPU and network interface for given delay constraints. This
paper is the first to reveal energy-delay tradeoffs in energy
minimization in a holistic view for smartphones with multiple wireless interfaces, DVFS and multitasking capability. In
order to create realistic simulation scenarios, we perform real
measurements or use public measurement traces on WiFi/3G
coverage and data rate on the metropolitan area in South
Korea, power consumption of CPU and WiFi/3G interfaces
in popular smartphone models, and file size distribution and
CPU workloads for popular video clips.
The contribution of the paper is summarized as follows.
•

•

•

The proposed SpeedControl scheme is the first to jointly
optimize CPU speed and network speed scaling for energy minimization in delay-tolerant smartphone applications, and is shown to be near-optimal in that it tends to
minimize energy consumption for given delay constraints.
The SpeedControl is the first to address the co-existence
issue of NAs and NNAs sharing CPU resource in smartphones with multitasking capability. In order to isolate
the performance of NNAs from that of NAs subject to
the SpeedControl in this highly coupled environment, an
application scheduling policy to determine the sequence
of CPU access between NAs and NNAs is incorporated
into the SpeedControl scheme.
The SpeedControl not only significantly outperforms existing schemes but also do not affect the performance
of background NNAs. Trace-driven simulations based
on real measurements of operational environments and
system parameters demonstrate that the SpeedControl
scheme can save over 30% of smartphone battery by
trading about 10 min transfer delay as compared to
existing schemes when WiFi temporal coverage is about

65%. Moreover, the saving tendency increases as WiFi
temporal coverage increases.
In the rest of this paper, we begin with related work in
Section II. In Section III, we describe the system model and
problem formulation. And then, we propose SpeedControl
algorithm. Then, in Section IV, we explain the design of the
SpeedControl algorithm. Next, in Section V, we extensively
evaluate our SpeedControl algorithm by theoretical analysis,
measurement and trace driven simulation and experiment.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Section VI.
A. Related Work
There have been extensive studies on energy-delay tradeoff
in network devices such as cellular base station or router
using DVFS [10]–[12]. Son et. al. [10] suggest energy efficient
joint control of DVFS and user association using the fact that
power consumption of base station is well modeled by a cubic
polynomial scaling of processing speed. Andrews et. al. [12]
study a routing problem with the objective of provisioning
guaranteed speed/bandwidth for a given processing demand
while minimizing energy consumption of network-wide routing devices.
Several DVFS techniques [1], [4], [5] have been considered
in mobile devices. Chen et. al. [4] suggested energy-efficient
task scheduling scheme for the real time workloads in multiprocessor dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) systems. Also, Liang
et. al. [5] showed that there exists a critical CPU clock speed
to minimize the energy consumption of handheld devices.
Recent mobile chipsets, e.g., Snapdragon S4 [1], have also
adopted a DVFS technique for the energy efficiency of devices.
However, their DVFS policies are far from an optimal one and
inefficient, e.g., in Ondemand policy [13], CPU speed is set to
be maximum when workload is over a certain threshold, which
is controlled manually, and then gradually decrease the speed
depending on the workload. To the best of our knowledge,
there have been no effort factoring in the wireless network
dynamics and heterogeneity of applications in the context of
mobile device DVFS.
Recently, the interests on network selection considering battery consumption of smartphone, which include [6], [7], [14],
[15], have been increasing. Rahmati et. al. [14] suggest on-thespot network selection by examining tradeoff between energy
consumption for WiFi search and transmission efficiency when
WiFi network is intermittently available. Some studies [6],
[7] suggest delayed network selection by exploring tradeoff
between transmit power of heterogeneous network interfaces
(3G, WiFi) and transmission delay. Lee et. al. [15] show 20%
power saving can be achieved by permitting 1 hour delayed
WiFi offloading for application having strict delay constraint.
II. E NERGY- EFFICIENT S PEED C ONTROL A LGORITHM
In this section, we formulate an optimization problem
considering energy minimization with queueing stability, and
propose an energy-minimal joint application scheduling, CPU
speed adjustment, and network interface selection, called
SpeedControl algorithm.

A. Model and Problem Formulation
Arrival Model. We consider two types of delay-tolerant
applications. One is networking application which uses both
processing and networking resources and the other is nonnetworking application which uses only processing resource
in a smartphone. For instance, a smartphone user records two
video clips using camera application. The one of recorded
video clip is encoded and uploaded to cloud server such as
Dropbox (networking application, NA), and the other video
clip is just encoded in the smartphone (non-networking application, NNA). Let a set of applications be K = {1, ..., K}. For
simplicity, we consider one NA and another NNA. However,
it can be easily generalized to more applications. We consider
a time-slotted system indexed by t = {0, 1, ...} where the
interval is ∆t. For each time slot t, workload AN A (t) for
NA, and AN N A (t) for NNA are arrived, respectively.
CPU & Network Model. We assume that a smartphone has
one CPU core which handles several applications running in
the smartphone. The workload of each application demands
different CPU processing resource. We call this notion by
processing density (in cycles/bit) γN A for NA, γN N A for
NNA which are defined as the average number of CPU cycles
required per bit when the application is processed by CPU
[16]. We assume that the smartphone can adjust CPU speed
s(t) ∈ {s1 , s2 , ...smax } (in cycles/∆t) every time slot t. The
levels of CPU speed are determined by Kernel in operating
system of the smartphone. For network side, achievable uplink
throughput µl (t) for different network l varies along with
dynamics of wireless channel states every time slot t. Also,
we assume that the smartphone can select among no network
transmission (N ), cellular (C) and WiFi (W ) networks every
time slot t, i.e., l(t) ∈ {N, C, W }.
Queueing Model. We consider a queueing model as illustrated
in Fig. 1. The queueing model is designed to prevent a
situation where NNA has a penalty when network is the
bottleneck. NNA should not be affected by the network
environment since it does not use network resource. However,
if we design queueing model that NA and NNA packets are
not segregated for processing, the system cannot address this
criterion when network is the bottleneck and NNA workload is
located behind than NA workload in CPU queue. In this case,
NNA workload cannot be scheduled even though NNA does
not use network resource. This is the reason why NA and NNA
workloads should be distinguished and processed separately in
our queueing model. For the queueing model, Qc (t) denotes
total CPU queue length at time slot t, QcN A (t) and QcN N A (t)
denote CPU queue lengths for NA and NNA at time slot t,
respectively, i.e., Qc (t) = QcN A (t) + QcN N A (t). Also, Qn (t)
denotes network queue length at time slot t. For application
scheduling, θ(t) ∈ {0, 1} denotes scheduling indicator by CPU
processor at time slot t, e.g., if θ(t) is 0, NNA is scheduled.
We assume that the unit of queue lengths is a bit, thus the
CPU speed s(t) (in cycles/∆t) should be divided by processing
density (cycles/bit) γN A or γN N A for unit agreement. Then,
queue lengths of all CPU and network queues are updated as
follows.
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Fig. 1: Queueing model for SpeedControl system
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θ(t)s(t)
QcN A (t+1) = QcN A (t)−
+AN A (t) [bits]
γN A
+

(1−θ(t))s(t)
+AN N A (t) [bits] (1)
QcN N A (t+1) = QcN N A (t)−
γN N A


+
s(t)
Qn (t+1) = Qn (t)−µl (t)+θ(t) min QcN A (t),
[bits]
γN A

Power Model. CPU power consumption can be modeled in
general as follows [12].
P c (s(t)) = αs(t)3 + β

(2)

where α and β are constants depending on different smartphones. Since the network power depends on the selected
network [6], the network power is modeled as follows.
P n (l(t)) ∈ {P n (N ), P n (C), P n (W )}

(3)

These power consumption models will be further addressed
by real measurement in Section IV.
Problem Formulation. Our objective under the queueing
model in Fig. 1 is to develop energy-minimal joint application
scheduling, CPU speed adjustment and network interface
selection policies. The smartphone can serve all arrival workloads of NA and NNA within the capacity region which is the
set of all acceptable arrival rates with guaranteeing stability of
CPU and network queues. The optimization problem is chosen
such that
(P) :

T −1
1 X c
(P (t) + P n (t)),
T →∞ T
t=0

min P̄ = lim

(4)

t−1

s.t. lim sup
t→∞

1X
E{Qc (τ ) + Qn (τ )} < ∞,
t τ =0

(5)

where Qc (t) = QcN A (t)+QcN N A (t). The constraint means that
average CPU and network queue lengths should be finitely
maintained [9]. For the above problem (P), we determine
the application scheduling θ(t), CPU speed s(t) and network
interface selection l(t) every time slot t.
B. Application Scheduling, CPU Speed and Network Interface
Selection (SpeedControl) Algorithm
We obtain the solution of our problem (P) under unknown future sequences of wireless network states and data
arrival by invoking Lyapunov drift plus penalty technique [9].
Our SpeedControl algorithm is to jointly control application
scheduling, CPU speed adjustment and network selection so as
to satisfy the decomposed objectives for each control variable.

Algorithm Description. The SpeedControl algorithm is described as follows.
SpeedControl Algorithm
1: For every time slot t,
2: if Qn (t) ≥ µmax (t), then
3: Schedule NNA (θ∗ (t) = 0)
4: Select CPU speed s∗ (t) by


s(t) c
c
min
V
P
(s(t))
−
Q
(t)
γN N A N N A
s∗ (t)
5:

Select network l∗ (t) by


n
c
n
min
V P (l(t)) − µl (t)(QN A (t) + Q (t))
∗
l (t)

(6)
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(7)

6: else
7:
8:
9:

if

QcN A (t)+Qn (t)
γN A

≥

QcN N A (t)
γN N A ,

then

Schedule NA (θ∗ (t) = 1)
Select CPU speed s∗ (t) by


s(t) c
n
c
min V P (s(t)) −
(Q (t) + Q (t))
γN A N A
s∗ (t)

Scheduling of NA and NNA depends on the following
conditions. (i) If Qn (t) ≥ µmax (t), network is the bottleneck.
In this case, CPU part strives to reduce the queue length
of NNA than NA because NNA should not be affected by
network environment, hence always NNA is scheduled. On the
other hand, (ii) if Qn (t) < µmax (t), network is not bottleneck.
In this case, CPU part strives to reduce the queue length of NA
and NNA as fairly as possible since NNA does not be affected
by network environment, so the system schedules application
by comparing queue lengths and processing densities of NA
and NNA.

(8)

∗

10:
Selectc networkn l (t) byc (7)
Q
(t)
Q
(t)+Q (t)
< γNNNNAA , then
11: elseif N A γN A
∗
12:
Schedule NNA (θ (t) = 0)
13:
Select CPU speed s∗ (t) by (6)
14:
Do not select network (l(t) = N )
15: end all
where µmax (t) is the maximum uplink throughput among
available networks at time slot t.
The problems to select CPU speed and network (6)-(8)
can be interpreted as follows. An energy-delay tradeoff can
be controlled by single parameter V , i.e., as V increases,
energy can be saved by trading longer delay. Also, the first
term with V of problems (6)-(8) strives to minimize CPU or
network power consumption, and remained terms without V
strives to stabilize CPU and/or network queue. If V is small
and queues increase due to the workload arrival, the system
strives to immediately reduce queue lengths by increasing CPU
speed s(t) or selecting immediately available network, i.e., the
system is sensitive to queue variation. However, the CPU or
network power consumptions increase due to the high variation
of s(t) and the fact that the system is likely to immediately
transmit with a little interest on energy-efficiency of network
interface (e.g., 3G with low throughput). Therefore, the system
makes more effort to reduce queue length than to reduce
energy. On the other hand, if V is large and queues increase
due to the workload arrival, the system does not sensitively
react to increment of queues due to higher weight on the first
term with V than remained terms without V . However, for
the same workload, the system controls s(t) more smoothly
and is likely to defer transmission or select energy-efficient
networks (e.g., WiFi network). Therefore, the problems (6)(8) make more effort to reduce CPU and network energy than
to reduce queue length.

We derive the SpeedControl algorithm in inheriting Lyapunov drift plus penalty function [9].
Making Single Objective. Our original objective (P) is to
minimize CPU and network power consumption with satisfying queueing stability. First, we define Lyapunov function
and Lyapunov drift function as follows.
L(t) , 12 [QcN A (t) + Qn (t)]2 + 12 [QcN N A (t)]2

(9)

∆(L(t)) , E{L(t + 1) − L(t)|Q(t)}
Q(t) = {QcN N A (t), QcN A (t), Qn (t)}

(10)
(11)

The Lyapunov function (9) is designed to fairly stabilize NA
queues (QcN A (t) + Qn (t)) and NNA queue (QcN N A (t)). This
is a key design principle to isolate NNA performance from
that of NA in terms of delay. Under the Lyapunov function
design, if the network queue is accumulated due to the network
bottleneck, scheduling NNA would not reduce NA queues
(QcN A (t) + Qn (t)), so NNA would be always scheduled to
reduce NNA queue (QcN N A (t)). On the other hand, if the
network queue is not accumulated, NA and NNA would be
fairly scheduled in terms of queue lengths1 .
Next, we define drift plus penalty function where the
penalty function is the sum of expected CPU and network
power consumption during time slot t (E{P c (s(t))|Q(t)} +
E{P n (l(t))|Q(t)}) in inheriting drift-plus-penalty expression
[9] as follows.


c
n
∆(L(t)) + V E P (s(t)) + P (l(t))|Q(t)
(12)
where V is energy-delay tradeoff parameter. Then, our single
objective is to minimize the equation (12).
Deriving Upper Bound. Next, we assume that workload arrival
AN A (t) and AN N A (t), CPU speed s(t) and uplink throughput
µl (t) for all available networks are bounded as follows.
AN A (t) ≤ AN A,max , AN N A (t) ≤ AN N A,max
s(t) ≤ smax , µl (t) ≤ µmax

(13)
(14)

These bounded values and queueing dynamic equations in
(1) make drift plus penalty function (12) be bounded as a
following Lemma.
1 In fact, since the units of processing speed (in cycles/∆t) and traffic
in the queue (in bits) are different, processing density (in cycles/bit) of
application should be also considered.

Lemma 1. Under any possible control variables θ(t) ∈
{0, 1}, s(t) ∈ {s1 , s2 , ..., smax } and l(t) ∈ {N, C, W }, we
have:


∆(L(t)) + V E P c (s(t)) + P n (l(t))|Q(t) ≤


B + V E P c (s(t)) + P n (l(t))|Q(t)




(1 − θ(t))s(t)
− E QcN N A (t)
− AN N A (t) |Q(t)
γN N A

− E (QcN A (t) + Qn (t))×





θ(t)s(t)
min
+ Qn (t), µl (t) − AN A (t) |Q(t) ,
γN A

Qn (t) ≈ 0, for Qn (t) < µmax (t)
s(t)
QcN N A (t) γN
NA

(15)

+ µ2max + A2N A,max + A2N N A,max ).
where B =
Proof: Please refer to our technical report [17].
Deriving Solution. Minimizing the left-hand side of (15)
means that our original problem (P) is satisfied. We show that
the problem (P) has an optimal policy π ∗ at the following
Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. For any mean arrival workload E{AN A (t)} =
λN A , E{AN N A (t)} = λN N A within capacity region, λN A +
λN N A ∈ Λ, where Λ denotes all mean arrival workloads
that the smartphone can process within finite time, there
exists a stationary randomized control policy π ∗ that selects
application scheduling θ(t), CPU speed s(t) and network l(t)
every time slot t satisfying the following equations:
∗

(21)

QcN A (t) γs(t)
,
NA

>
the right-hand side
Then, if
of (15) can be decomposed into (θ(t) = 0, s(t), l(t) = N )
such as (6). In the other case, however, we should address
complicated problems as follows.

2
1 smax
2 ( γN N A

E{P c (s(t)π )} = P c (λN A + λN N A )
∗
E{P n (l(t)π )} = P n (λN A )

π∗
π∗ 
∗
θ(t) s(t)
E
= E{µl (t)π }
γN A

π∗
π∗ 
θ(t) s(t)
E{AN A (t)} = E
γN A

π∗
π∗ 
(1 − θ(t) )s(t)
E{AN N A (t)} = E
γN N A

taking some approximation and assumptions. First of all, we
take following reasonable approximation.

(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

where P c (λN A + λN N A ) and P n (λN A ) are average CPU
and network power consumption to process λN A + λN N A and
transmit λN A , respectively.
Proof: It can be proven using Caratheodory’s theorem in
[18].
Then, an optimal algorithm (OPT) which minimizes (12)
is to find control variables (θ(t), s(t),l(t)) which minimize
the left-hand side of (15), i.e., the optimal algorithm makes
the right-hand side of (15) the smallest one among the values
which obtains from all possible stationary randomized control
policies. Then, the right-hand side of (15) can be decomposed
into three problems to find application scheduling θ(t), CPU
speed s(t) and network selection l(t) when network is the
bottleneck (Qn (t) ≥ µmax (t)). However, since finding the optimal control variables is tightly coupled with all control variables when the network is not bottleneck (Qn (t) < µmax (t)),
we design simple and decoupled SpeedControl algorithm by


s(t) c
QN N A (t)
(22)
min V P c (s(t)) + P n (N ) −
s(t)
γN N A



s(t)
min V P c (s(t))+P n (l(t)) −min
, µl (t) QcN A (t) (23)
s(t),l(t)
γN A

If (22) ≥ (23), then θ(t) = 1 and if (22) < (23), then
θ(t)=0. Since jointly solving (22) and (23) is complicated
and hard to solve, we assume that always NA is scheduled
(θ(t)=1), and assume θ(t)s(t)
γN A < µl (t) for CPU speed selection,
θ(t)s(t)
γN A ≥ µl (t) for network selection in order to prevent the
situation that the network queue is empty. Then, SpeedControl
algorithm selects CPU speed and network interface depending
on the network bottleneck and application scheduling. Although our SpeedControl algorithm takes some approximation
and assumptions, the algorithm shows the nearly the same
performance with the optimal algorithm in further simulation
results.
IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of proposed algorithm through theoretical analysis, measurements and tracedriven simulations and experiments.
A. Theoretical Analysis
We describe the performance of an optimal algorithm by
theoretical analysis. The sum of NA and NNA queue lengths
and the sum of average CPU and network power consumption
can be upper bounded by following Theorem 2, respectively.
Theorem 2. Let t = {0, 1, ...T −1}. Suppose there exist 0 > 0
and 00 > 0 such that λN A + 20 ∈ ΛN A and λN N A + 00 ∈
ΛN N A , then under the optimal algorithm (OPT), we have:
lim sup
T →∞

T −1
1 X
B + V Pmax
E{Qc (t) + Qn (t)} ≤
, (24)
T t=0


B
.
(25)
V
where Qc (t) = QcN A (t) + QcN N A (t),  = 20 = 00 , Pmax =
c
n
Pmax
+ Pmax
is the maximum average CPU and network
∗
∗
power consumption and P ∗ (2) = P c (2) + P n () is the
optimal lower bound of CPU and network power consumption.
Proof: Please refer to our technical report [17].
P̄ c,OP T + P̄ n,OP T ≤ P ∗ (2) +

The result of Theorem 2 can be interpreted as follows. As
the energy-delay tradeoff parameter V decreases, the sum of
average queue lengths (NA and NNA) decreases whereas the
average power consumption increases. On the other hand, as
V is larger, the average power consumption decreases whereas
the sum of average queue lengths increases. When V goes to

B. Measurement and Trace-Driven Simulation
In this section, we verify the SpeedControl algorithm by
real power measurements and trace-driven simulations under
several environments.
Real Power Measurement. We measure and analyze the
CPU power consumption over different CPU speed for five
android smartphones. We connect Monsoon power monitor
[19] to experimental smartphones and measure the real power
consumption of the five smartphones. Because the power
consumption of CPU module cannot be directly measured,
we turn off the other controllable modules. Also, for 100%
utilization of CPU, we run a video encoding application2 .
Five smartphones have different Kernel and OS, so the CPU
clock frequency-voltage matching tables of five smartphones
are different, respectively. For example, Nexus S has Trinity
Kernel and Android 4.0 OS, so it has six levels of CPU
speeds and each CPU speed matches with specific voltage (100MHz-975mV, 200MHz-975mV, 400MHz-1025mV,
800MHz-1250mV, 1000MHz-1450mV, 1440MHz-1500mV).
Fig. 2 depicts the measured CPU power consumption as a
function of CPU speed for five different smartphones. The
diagrams (e.g., circles, square, triangle, star) are the real power
measurement values for different discrete CPU speed levels.
The measured discrete power consumptions are well modeled
by a cubic polynomial scaling of speed to power for all
smartphones. From these results, we can make the CPU power
consumption model as a function of CPU speed as follows.
P c (s(t)) = αs(t)3 + β

(26)

where s(t) is CPU speed, t is time slot of which interval is
minimum static CPU speed period, α and β are constant values
depending on the different smartphones.
Also, we measure the power consumption of 3G and WiFi
network interfaces using Monsoon power monitor [19] for
two different android smartphones, respectively. For network
interface measurement, we turn off running applications in
a smartphone except for throughput measurement application
which is made by us for transmitting dummy data to the
server. We make an application to measure the throughput
in server, and then, measure the power consumption while
the application transmits 2MByte (WiFi) and 50KByte (3G)
dummy data to the server. The measured network interface
power consumption of two smartphones can be shown in
Table II, which provides following findings. (i) the 3G and
WiFi transmit powers are the similar in both smartphones,
yet (ii) WiFi transmit power in W/bit is much smaller than
that of 3G. This implies that WiFi network is more energy
efficient than 3G network for transmitting same quantity
of data. Also, (iii) average transmit power consumptions
of WiFi and 3G interfaces in W/bit are comparable with
2 In our measurement, all smartphones has 100% utilization for all CPU
speed levels when running video encoding application. Also, since we run
only one application, only one CPU core can be operated in spite of dual
core CPU.
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infinity, the smartphone consumes the optimal average power
P ∗ (2).
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Fig. 2: CPU power consumption vs. CPU speed
Nexus S

WiFi
3G

WiFi
3G

uplink
throughput(Mbps)
1.66-3.12
0.69-0.85

average tx. power
in W/bit
308.6 × 10−9
1700 × 10−9

Galaxy Nexus
uplink
throughput(Mbps)
875±22
6.36-6.87
964±210
0.354-0.742

average tx. power
in W/bit
134 × 10−9
1951 × 10−9

idle(mW)

transmit(mW)

230
213

702±72.5
1217±185

idle(mW)

transmit(mW)

99
82

TABLE I: Network power consumptions for two smartphones
CPU power consumption in W/bit (CPU power consumption
in W/bit assuming that CPU speed is 1GHz and processing density is 1000cycles/bit: 816.5×10−9 W/bit (Nexus S),
688.1×10−9 W/bit (Galaxy Nexus)). It supports the fact that
power management of CPU and network interfaces are equally
important for processing or transmitting the same quantitiy
of data.
Real Traces. We collect workload arrivals, processing densities of NA and NNA and uplink throughputs of 3G and
WiFi networks. First, we use open dataset of real YouTube
video data size from [20] to generate workload arrival traces
of NA and NNA. Second, we run an encoding application
in a smartphone for several video clips and measure their
completion times, respectively. Then, we compute processing
densities by dividing processing quantity (in cycles) with the
size of a video clip (in bits). The measured processing densities
are between 200cycles/bit to 1200cycles/bit for different video
formats and clips. Third, we measure the 3G and WiFi uplink
throughputs and WiFi connectivity of 5 smartphones for 2
weeks in a metropolitan area of South Korea. Using our uplink
measurement application, a smartphone transmits dummy data
to 3G and WiFi networks for every 20 seconds, respectively,
and records WiFi connectivity logs. Then, server application
measures the uplink throughput of all smartphones. Measured
average uplink throughput for 3G and WiFi are 0.76Mbps
and 3.01Mbps, respectively, and the average WiFi temporal
coverage is 63% in daytime (9:00AM to 9:00PM).
Setup. We consider a scenario that two applications are running
in a smartphone: (i) In networking application (NA), a video
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Fig. 3: Characteristic evaluation of SpeedControl
clip generated in the smartphone is encoded and transmitted trol well isolates the performance of NNA from that of NA
to the cloud server. (ii) In non-networking application (NNA), in terms of delay, we carry out the simulation in the network
another video clip generated in the smartphone is just encoded. bottleneck case. For comparison, we consider an algorithm
During 1 second, the AN A (t) and AN N A (t) size video clips without application scheduling control, called SC-NoAS. This
are independently generated with 0.8% probability. We use the algorithm schedules the application by first in first out (FIFO)
one of CPU power-speed sets in Fig. 3, and use transmit and manner, but CPU speed adjustment and network selection are
idle powers for 3G and WiFi interfaces in Table II. Control operated like SpeedControl. Fig. 3(b), 3(c) depict delay perintervals are 1 second for application scheduling and CPU formance of NNA and energy-delay tradeoff of SC-NoAS and
speed adjustment, and 20 seconds for network selection. This SpeedControl when network is the bottleneck. In simulation
is reasonable setting since the associated network cannot be for Fig. 3(b), the arrival rate of NNA is the same (0.8Mbps),
changed as fast as CPU speed adjustment due to the vertical but the arrival rate of NA is increased up to twofold. Fig. 3(b)
handover delay. For uplink throughput estimation in simula- shows that SpeedControl guarantees average delay of NNA
tion3 , we suppose the current uplink throughput as the uplink when the arrival rate of NA is increased, whereas SC-NoAS
throughput obtained in just before time slot. If the device increases average delay of NNA even though the arrival rate of
does not transmit data through the corresponding network at NNA is not increased. This implies that SpeedControl makes
just before time slot, we use time average throughput of the NNA not be influenced by network environment, which is also
corresponding network. Performance metrics are average CPU related with design issue of SpeedControl in Section III. As a
and/or network energy consumption per video clip and the result, SpeedControl has better delay performance and energy
average delay of NA and NNA per video clip. We compare consumption than SC-NoAS as shown in Fig. 3(c).
DVFS+SALSA and Max+SALSA with our SpeedControl al- Energy-delay tradeoff. Fig. 4 depicts the energy-delay tradegorithm. DVFS+SALSA is conventional DVFS4 with delayed off for several algorithms. (i) It is worthy of notice that
network selection [6], and Max+SALSA uses always maxi- most of CPU and total energy saving (55% CPU, 50% total
mum CPU speed with delayed network selection.
energy saving) can be obtained by trading only 10 minutes
Observations. From the simulation results, we obtain the delay. This is due to the fact that CPU power consumption
interesting observations as follows.
is modeled by a cubic polynomial scaling of CPU speed
Impact of time scale difference. We verify the impact of the such as (26). Therefore, by smoothing CPU speed along
time scale difference between CPU speed adjustment and net- with time slot t, CPU power can be saved. However, since
work selection. Fig. 3(a) depicts the energy-delay tradeoff of the smoothing CPU speed makes the system be insensitive
SpeedControl for several time scales of network selection. This to queue variation, average delay would be longer. Network
figure shows that the average energy consumption and delay power consumption can be saved until 40% with 20 minutes
performance of SpeedControl for different network selection transmission delay. This power saving comes from the fact that
time scales (1 second, 10 seconds, 20 seconds) are almost the the smartphone is reluctant to transmit data through 3G which
same. This is because that the time scale of WiFi availability is energy-inefficient network than WiFi, yet the smartphone
in our trace is much larger than that of network selection (20 would wait for WiFi network. (ii) SpeedControl algorithm
seconds). Therefore, we henceforth use 20 seconds for the time well catches up with the delay performance and energy
interval of network selection in the remained simulations.
consumption of an optimal algorithm (OPT) even though
Impact of application scheduling. To verify that SpeedCon- SpeedControl is much simpler algorithm than the optimal
algorithm. (iii) SpeedControl saves 56%, 52% (in CPU), 30%,
3 We also use this estimation method in experiment
33% (in total) energy for 10 minutes average delay than
4 In this algorithm, CPU speed is maximum when CPU workload is greater
Max+SALSA and DVFS+SALSA, respectively. The power
than a threshold, and linearly decrease when CPU workload is less than the
threshold which can be manually controllable.
saving gains of SpeedControl come from the fact that the
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Fig. 4: Energy-delay tradeoff of different algorithms: WiFi
temporal coverage - 65%, processing density (NA,NNA) =
(300cycles/bit,1200cycles/bit)
algorithm pushes NA workloads from CPU side to network
side only when the network side requires the workloads. This
implies that joint consideration of application scheduling, CPU
speed and network selection is imperative for optimizing CPU
and network power in smartphone.
Impact of processing density, arrival rate and WiFi
temporal coverages. Fig. 5 presents total (CPU+network)
energy consumption of the combination of existing algorithms
(DVFS+SALSA, Max+SALSA), normalized by total energy
consumption of SpeedControl as a function of average delay of
NA and NNA per video clip. For this simulation, we generate
WiFi temporal coverage trace for different WiFi coverages
using measured WiFi temporal coverage distribution and uplink throughput. (i) As processing density of NA is smaller,
and arrival rate of NA is higher, SpeedControl obtains more
energy saving gain. The gain from low processing density of
NA is because that SpeedControl quickly responses to the
needs of network side. Also, the gain from high arrival rate
comes from the fact that CPU side exactly know when network
side needs the workload to transmit in SpeedControl whereas
the CPU side does not know what happens at the network
side in DVFS+SALSA and Max+SALSA. (ii) As arrival
rate of NNA is smaller, SpeedControl obtains more energy
saving gain. This implies that NA gives more energy saving
impact on SpeedControl than NNA. (iii) As WiFi temporal
coverage is wider, SpeedControl achieves more energy saving.
This is due to the fact that wider WiFi coverage makes the
smartphone users exploit more energy-efficient network, i.e.,
WiFi network, thus, the average networking power is reduced,
which means that CPU power consumption is bigger impact
on total energy consumption than network power. Since our
SpeedControl algorithm obtains higher energy saving in CPU
part than network part as shown in Fig. 4, total energy saving
of SpeedControl increases compared to other algorithms as the
WiFi temporal coverage increases.

Setup. We develop a prototype of SpeedControl application
which adopts our SpeedControl algorithm using Android software development kit (SDK) based on the open source code of
NSTools application [21] which enables to control CPU clock
manually. For estimation of uplink throughput, our private
server transmits acknowledgement (ACK), which contains
uplink throughput information, to device every 5 seconds.
For experiment, we prepare rooted smartphone (Nexus S)
and Monsoon power monitor [19]. A smartphone runs two
applications: (i) video encoding application, (ii) prototype of
our SpeedControl application which selects CPU speed and
network interface and then transmit the encoded data to our
server, yet they can be seen as one networking application. We
consider that 5 video clips (21MByte per one clip) are arrived
at the specific time. Also, the smartphone is associated with
one WiFi AP5 , and the smartphone is connected to Monsoon
power monitor to measure the total energy. As performance
metrics, we measure (i) battery level by application (visualized
as % or bar in most of smartphones) and real power using
Monsoon power monitor and (ii) the average delay of video
clips when 4 video clips are fully transmitted.
Observation. We obtain three observations from experiment
in Fig. 6. (i) (Fig. 6(a)) DVFS+SALSA and Max+SALSA
consume about 70% and 80% more energy than SpeedControl
algorithm with the same delay (about 11 minutes) in real
power measurement for transmitting 4 video clips, respectively. (ii) (Fig. 6(b)) Our SpeedControl consumes 50% and
40% less battery than Max+SALSA and DVFS+SALSA by
trading similar delay, respectively. (iii) Smartphone users who
install our SpeedControl application save 10% of battery level
(spend 10% of battery) for uploading 4 video clips (total
84MBytes) by permitting about 3 minutes more delay when
the starting battery level is 70%.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate key processing and networking
features of contemporary smartphones in terms of tradeoff
between energy and delay. Based on this study, we suggest
SpeedControl algorithm, which jointly optimizes CPU speed
and network (wireless interface) selection so as to answer how
much energy can be saved further by the joint optimization.
SpeedControl well isolates the performance of non-networking
applications from that of networking application as well as
obtains high energy saving by trading small delay. Finally,
through extensive simulations and experiment studies including meaningful real measurement results, we made several
important observations which provide us with a message
that joint optimization of CPU and network speed would be
imperative, especially in future network trend where the more
energy-efficient networks are deployed.
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